CONTEMPORARY FLORAL DESIGN WORKSHOPS
‘SPRING-SUMMER 2018’

@ ANN TOWNEND HALL, CHURCH END (Twyning) GL20 6DA

MORNING SESSION
EVENING SESSION

09.45 - 12.00
6.45 - 9pm

Wed. 28
FEBRUARY
(BOWL) *

‘FRESH & FEMININE’
£40.00
T’is the season for Cymbidium orchids - I will show you how to create a contemporary look for
these slightly brash blooms and transform them into a very relevant, fresh and feminine design, with
the help of Steelgrass!! (and a few other materials)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Wed. 14
DECORATIVE CIRCLES
£40.00
MARCH
Multiple circles of willow create a decorative frame for graceful Calla Lilies and delicate Clematis
(BOAT)*
flowers… with some additional and surprising materials.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------EASTER SPHERE with Pussy Willow
SPECIAL WORKSHOP
£45.00
This is a special Easter workshop - we will make a sphere of pussy willow and create a lovely garden
of spring flowers inside - suspending decorative Easter eggs from the sphere will complete the
seasonal picture.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Wed. 11
WHIMSICAL WHITES, SOFT PEACHES & PALE GREYS
£40.00
APRIL
We will take a look at the relaxed ‘botanical’ style to create an informal, decorative design.
(SQUARE)*
The unusual colour choice will create an understated drama alongside botanical flowers and foliages
such as fern, palm and eucalyptus.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Wed. 02
SOFT & ELEGANT (all flowers)
£40.00
MAY
Incorporating a wide array of flowers and arranging them at criss-cross angles and at different
(BOWL) *
heights will create a light, airy feel. A palette of mixed pale pastels will add a refreshing touch to this
unusual (German) style of arranging.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Wed. 16
A ‘MODERN MASS-LINE’ DESIGN
£40.00
MAY
This Italian floral design style is typically elegant, bold and sculptural. In this workshop we will create
(SQUARE)*
a slightly more fluid version in the trend colour for 2018: ULTRAVIOLET
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Wed. 30
GERBERA FEST
£40.00
MAY
A fun and very different way of combining trends with unusual varieties of a common flower (BOAT)*
we will mix funky Gerberas with coloured string and Lily Grass. The result will be colourful and
strikingly contemporary .
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Wed. 28
MARCH
(BOWL) *

Wed. 20
JUNE
(BOWL) *

**********

CONTEMPORARY PEDESTAL DESIGN
SPECIAL WORKSHOP
£45.00
A ‘pedestal’ design is one that forms a staple in general floral design - for home, church, weddings
and celebrations, this design welcomes the combination of cultivated flowers with garden greenery.
For this workshop we will look specifically at how to choose and arrange materials to create a
contemporary look for this typically traditional design.
Many of you have the containers BOWL, BOAT & SQUARE (as pictured below). If you do not have
the containers or wish to have an additional one, the cost is £5.00 per container

CONTAINERS
for Spring-Summer 2018
Many of you have the containers BOWL, BOAT & SQUARE (as pictured below). If you do not have
the container or wish to have an additional one, the cost will be £5.00 for each one.
Please inform Hans if you want a bowl, boat or square when booking.

(standard block of floral foam is to give an indication of size)

BOWL (small)
28cm (w) x 7.5cm (h)
11” (w) x 3” (h)

BOAT (small)
39cm (w) x 9.5cm (h)
15.5” (w) x 3.75” (h)

SQUARE
20cm x 20cm x 5cm (h)
8” x 8” x 2” (h)

